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Syllabus DRAFT
Love, Friendship, and Marriage: the Biological Bases of Male-Female

Relationships
BFS Seminar (Anth-222)

Mondays and Wednesdays, 3:30-5PM
Classroom: XXXX

INSTRUCTOR
Eduardo Fernandez-Duque
Office: 431 University Museum
Office Hours: by appointment
Telephone: (215) 898-1072
E-mail: eduardof@sas.upenn.edu
URL: http://www.sas.upenn.edu/~eduardof/

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION

Across the world, relationships between men and women shape the structure and functioning of human
societies.  Whether as friendship, love, or marriage, a man and a woman develop a relationship between them
that is special, different from the relationship that they have with other adults in the community. Psychologists,
historians, poets, anthropologists, artists, biologists, economists have all testified to this ubiquitous phenomenon.
There is a bond, an attachment between them, and there is some implicit or explicit commitment to share space,
time, resources, offspring, and labor.

The goal of this course is to understand the ultimate and proximate factors underlying the nature of
human and non-human primate relationships, with a focus on male-female relationships across cultures and
across the life-span. To this end, we will explore comparative research on genetics, neurobiology, hormones and
behavior from disciplines including biopsychology/neuroscience, biological anthropology, social-personality
psychology, and evolutionary biology. 

Theoretically, our reading and discussions will be grounded on evolutionary theory, including the
theories of sexual selection, parental investment, and attachment. Some of the questions we will explore are:
How are males and females different? What does each contribute to a monogamous or a polygynous
relationship? How are the differences between the sexes related to the type of relationship established? Are the
ecological context and the type of male-female relationships related?  How do men-women relationships vary
across ecologies and cultures? How do males and females maximize their reproductive success? Is the “family”,
“extended family” or “community” the relevant unit in which the different reproductive strategies of men and
women make evolutionary sense?

The course is organized to engage students in active learning through their direct interaction with
researchers, both in the classroom and in a relaxed informal environment. The course will meet twice a week.
The first weekly meeting will be devoted to discussing readings related to the topic of an Invited Speaker
presentation scheduled for the second weekly meeting.  The invited speakers (6 to 8 depending on funding),
from different schools at Penn and from other institutions, will interact directly with students in two occasions.
Following the Speaker presentation, there will be a first opportunity to engage in discussions with the speaker
during lunch/dinner. The second meeting will take place during a round-table organized on the following day.
The goal of these meetings is for students to explore CONCRETE research opportunities that may be available at
Penn during the academic year and/or at other institutions during the summer. 

READINGS

For our readings, we will take as our point of departure two fairly-recently published edited volumes
with additional materials pieced together from a variety of other sources.
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1-     Carter CS, Ahnert L, Grossmann K, Hrdy SB, Lamb M, Porges SW, & Sachser N. (eds). (2005)
Attachment and Bonding: A New Synthesis. Cambridge: MIT Press.

2-     Ellison PT, and Gray PB, editors (2009). Endocrinology of Social Relationships. Cambridge:
Harvard University Press.

There will be a set of 2 to 3 additional readings indicated by the Speaker in advance to provide context
to the presentation. 

The full set of readings for each week will be accessed by clicking the hyperlink on the appropriate date
in the Class Schedule below. Where possible, I will make PDF versions of the assigned readings
available. Note that the list of weekly readings may be updated or revised as we progress through the
semester, depending on the Invited Speaker Contributions.

REQUIREMENTS AND GRADING

- Leading and Participating in Seminar Discussions -

Your preparation for and participation in class discussions each week will constitute 50% of your final
grade for this course. You must CONTRIBUTE to this seminar, each and every week, in order to get a
good grade.

You will contribute in two ways:

First, during the semester, each student will LEAD one of our discussion sessions depending on the
number of students enrolled (20% grade). Leading discussion does not mean simply summarizing the
readings. Rather, I will expect you to open the class by highlighting the key points of interest and
controversy about the topic(s) we are discussing for the day in a brief presentation (15 minutes max).
Then, it will be your responsibility to direct and moderate the rest of the class in discussing the
readings: choosing the order in which we discuss them, the attention we pay to each one, raising
specific issues or posing questions for us to talk about.  

Second, during those weeks when you are not leading the seminar, you must actively PARTICIPATE in
our discussions, offering your own comments, critiques, and questions (30% grade). I truly believe that
the best way for anyone to really become familiar with any issue or topic is to read about it, ask
questions about it, challenge it, argue over it, and so on. That is why class participation is absolutely
essential. Thus, I expect each and every student in the seminar to have read and thought about all of
the assigned materials before coming to class and for you to DEMONSTRATE this. I will also expect
you all to be engaged with the seminar leader, with me, with one another while in class and with the
Invited Speakers. 

- Writing Assignments and Position Paper Discussions -

The remainder of your grade is based on two written assignments ("term papers"), each 25% of your
final grade. These papers should be 4 (minimum) to 6 (maximum) single-spaced pages in length, and
they are your chance to explore in more depth an issue, question, or controversy raised by
the readings and our discussion during the previous several weeks.  You will do one of the term papers
during the first half of the semester and the second in the second half.

In your papers, you should both DESCRIBE the issue you have chosen to focus on and OUTLINE
YOUR POSITION on that issue based on your critical evaluation of the literature. In formulating your
positions and writing your papers, I expect you to do some significant additional scholarly research and
go beyond the set of readings assigned for class. These papers should not be simply literature reviews.
The two main objectives for these papers are to help you organize YOUR ideas about a particular
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topic, and to give you practice in articulating those ideas in a concise way. You will not be graded on
the position you take, but rather on how coherently and cogently you present and defend that position.

CLASS SCHEDULE (tentative, to be confirmed once Speakers are confirmed)

Week Date Topic Speaker Dates
1 5- Sep Introductory Meeting   

2
10&12
Sep

Theoretical Background and
Classic Studies

  

3
17&19
Sep Attachment Theory

   

4
24&26
Sep Sexual Selection Theory

   

5 1&3 Oct Parental Investment Theory    

6 8&10 Oct
Marriage: Ecology and Cross-
cultural Perspectives

  

7 15&17 Oct The Evolution of Friendships    

8 22&24 Oct
Neurobiology of love and
pairbonds

 1st

Paper
Due

9 29&31 Oct
Neuroendocrinology of non-
human relationships

  

10 5&7 Nov
Neuroendocrinology of human
relationships

   

11
12&14
Nov Attachment/Intimacy

   

12
19&21
Nov

Molecular neurobiology of
social bonding: Implications for
autism spectrum disorders

   

13
26&28
Nov

   

14 3&5 Dec

   2nd

Paper
Due
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